Animal movement rates as behavioural bouts.
Johnson et al. (Journal of Animal Ecology, 2002, 71, 225-235) have proposed a new technique for identifying scales of movement in animals. Animals are located at certain time intervals, and movement rates between successive animal relocations are calculated. The null model of a nonscalar response predicts a decreasing linear relationship between log (frequency) vs. movement rate, while a scalar response predicts a monotonically decreasing curve with an inflection point at the separation between the processes. I tested this technique using three types of simulated movement paths: correlated random walks, directed walks, and movements in patchy habitat. None of the simulations showed the results expected by the technique. This occurs because the technique assumes that movement rates are exponentially distributed, which is highly unlikely. Thus before this technique can be applied to animal movement data we need to understand how spatial and temporal scale, as well as sampling interval, affect the frequency histogram of animal movement rates.